Good clinical practice in dubious head trauma – the problem of retained intracranial foreign bodies
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Objective: In young people, traumatic head and brain injuries are the leading cause of morbidity and mortality. In some cases, no neurological deficits are present, even after penetrating trauma. These patients have a greater risk of suffering from secondary injuries due to secondary infections, brain edema, and hematomas. We present a case report which illustrates that brain injuries that do not induce neurological deficits can still result in a fatal clinical course and death, with medicolegal consequences.

Clinical presentation: A 19-year-old patient was admitted to hospital suffering from a head injury due to an assault. He reported that he was attacked from behind. Medical examination showed no neurological deficits, and only a small occipital wound. Neuroimaging of the cranium revealed that a knife blade was penetrating the cranial bone and touching the superior sagittal sinus.

Intervention: After removing the foreign body, magnetic resonance imaging showed that the superior sagittal sinus remained open.

Conclusion: We want to stress that possible problems can arise due to the retention of objects in the cranium, while also highlighting the risk of superficial clinical examination.
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Introduction

Traumatic head and brain injuries, including penetrating head injuries, are the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in young people.1,2 However, in some patients these head injuries do not affect neurological function, even if the foreign body is retained in the brain parenchyma.2–7 When no neurological deficits are present and no foreign body is visible during inspection, these cases are sometimes wrongly classified as a mild head injury. Furthermore, existing guidelines in the treatment of mild cranial traumas do not include protocols for neuroimaging examination.8–10 Secondary infection, brain edema, and hematomas can result in a fatal clinical course and death with medicolegal consequences.3,4,11,12 In 1997, a series of patients presented with transcranial stab wounds; it was discovered that those with retained knife blades were shown to be at high risk for secondary morbidity and mortality.7 Guidelines do not currently exist for this group of patients, or for the necessary neuroimaging examinations or surgical approaches required to treat these individuals. We therefore present a special case of a penetrating head injury that was initially overlooked, and discuss the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures that were used within the context of the existing guidelines.9
Clinical presentation

A 19-year-old patient suffered from a head injury due to an assault that occurred from behind. He was admitted to an emergency department to have a dressing applied to a small occipital laceration. Clinical examination revealed no loss of consciousness, nausea, vomiting, or any other neurological deficit; however, a hard and bloody eschar was noted on his scalp in the occipital region (Figure 1). Inspection of the wound conducted prior to the intended suturing demonstrated a foreign metallic body in the wound that could not be removed. The patient was admitted into our emergency unit, and cranial computerized tomography (CT) was performed, revealing a knife blade penetrating the cranial bone. Additionally, CT angiography demonstrated the foreign body touching, or potentially penetrating, the bridging veins and the superior sagittal sinus (Figure 2), which appeared to be patent. At that time, and in view of the neuroimaging results, it was unclear as to whether the knife had harmed the sinus, and if removal of the knife blade would provoke massive bleeding. In view of the possibly lacerated dorsal part of the sinus, we decided to perform a surgical intervention.

Neurosurgical intervention

Emergency surgical treatment was performed. Removing the knife blade from the bone would be associated with the overwhelming risk of reinjuring the superior sagittal sinus. Consequently, we performed a craniotomy that extended beyond the superior sagittal sinus while the knife blade remained in situ (Figure 3). After vertical elevation of the bony fragment, only marginal bleeding from the sinus occurred. The sinus leakage was covered with autologous material. To remove the knife blade from the bone, parts of the bone had to be removed. The remaining bone fragment was replaced and fixed with titanium clamps (Figure 4). Due to suspected inflammation, antibiotics were prescribed for 5 days following the procedure.

Clinical course

The postoperative clinical course was uneventful. No neurological deficits occurred, and there were no clinical or
laboratory signs of inflammation. Postoperative neuroimaging revealed only minor intraparenchymal bleeding, but no other morphological changes (Figure 4). Importantly, the superior sagittal sinus and the bridging veins remained open. The patient was discharged from our hospital 7 days after injury.

Discussion

Traumatic head and brain injuries are significant causes for morbidity and mortality, especially in young people. Classification of these traumas depends on their underlying mechanisms, their clinical presentation, and pathological neuroanatomical changes.\(^9\) In order to provide better treatment and to reduce possible secondary damages, many guidelines have been developed, which are mostly related to severe head injuries.\(^9\) For patients with head injuries, but presenting with or without mild neurological deficits, standard practices remain unclear.\(^13\)

Existing guidelines do not currently recommend neuroimaging for diagnostic purposes among this group of patients, and at best they suggest monitoring patients overnight for observation.\(^9\) Although it is advised that a CT scan of the cerebrum be performed in patients with suspected open or depressed skull fracture,\(^9\) our patient would not have received any radiological diagnostics due to his inconspicuous clinical status and his negligible wound. However, this approach could have medicolegal consequences, as reported previously.\(^4\)

Thus, good practice suggests that every patient with an open wound be inspected carefully – a claim that should be self-evident. If there is any risk of existing penetrating or depressed skull trauma, CT imaging should be performed, even in patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale sum score of 14 or 15.\(^14\) Previous studies have demonstrated that in up to 14% of patients with a Glasgow Coma Scale of 14, CT scans showed intracranial lesions.\(^15,16\) Additional CT angiography should be performed in penetrating injuries with hematomas or suspected vascular lesions.\(^8\)

Performing additional diagnostics may lead to therapeutic intervention. Without surgical removal of the foreign body, our patient would have been at increased risk for morbidity and mortality\(^7\) due to bleeding from the sagittal sinus, increasing intracranial pressure, or infections of the open wound. Nevertheless, surgical removal of the foreign body may itself provoke secondary parenchymal and vascular injuries.\(^7,17\) For instance, a neuroimaging-based approach allows for the reconstruction of the local anatomical structures,\(^5,7,18\) thus minimizing the risk of surgically induced secondary brain injuries.

Conclusion

Many guidelines exist on how to handle different kinds of traumatic brain injuries.\(^5–10,13,14,16,19\) Considering the great variability of trauma mechanisms and possible associated neurological deficits, each patient should be treated individually.

If the cause of the trauma is not obvious, the patient should be admitted into a neurosurgical unit for adequate surgical treatment.\(^9\) Unclear neurological status should indicate that neuroimaging (eg, CT) is necessary, especially in children,\(^19\) and that additional imaging (eg, CT angiography, MRI) should be performed if needed. Reducing the risk of a neurological deficit is of the highest priority for the patient, and thus a diagnostic CT scan may be warranted.
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